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Abstract—Underwater wireless sensor network (UWSN) has
proven its high stature in both civil and military operations
including underwater life monitoring, communication and
invasion detection. However, UWSNs are vulnerable to a wide
class of power consumption issues. Underwater sensor nodes
consume power provided by integrated limited batteries. It is a
challenging issue to replace these batteries under harsh aquatic
conditions. Thus, in an energy-constrained underwater system it
is pivotal to seek strategies for improving the life expectancy of
the sensors. In this paper, we propose transmission power control
mechanism for underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSNs).
We experimentally investigate the impact of transmission power
and propose a control mechanism to enhance the performance of
underwater wireless sensor network. In this proposed
mechanism, source nodes will adjust its transmission power
according to the location of destination node. This paper aims to
provide a mechanism which is incorporated in SEEC. This study
also outlines the mathematical modeling for proposed idea.
Moreover, we have compared results of our scheme with
previous implemented schemes.
Keywords—Component; underwater wireless sensor networks;
transmission power; sensor; power consumption

I.

INTRODUCTION

We have witnessed the penetration of wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) into every avenue of our lives, ranging from
environmental monitoring, biological medicine, national
defense, underwater vehicles to marine observations [1]. A

considerable research has been carried out on terrestrial sensor
networks in different aspects but currently research community
is attracted towards a new era of research in
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs). Human
beings are unable to work at high pressure ocean environment
for a long time. On the other hand, Terrestrial Wireless Sensor
Networks (TWSNs) protocols are not feasible for UWSNs
because signals transmission is elusive due to higher
attenuation of aquatic environment.
Generally, UWSNs differ from TWSNs in multiple
stringent design constraints such as sensors cost, dense
deployment of these sensors, communication method and
maximum power required for communication. The major
challenges in deployments of UWSN are limited battery
sources, memory and computational power. It is clear that the
problem of limited battery sources is important and it is a big
challenging issue for research fraternity to achieve long
operation time without effecting performance of UWSN. In
this new paradigm, UWSN should fulfill, despite transmission
power and energy limitations, the communication requirements
of several advanced technologies and manufacturing methods.
Though, research community has provided several techniques
to cope with these challenges due to variable characteristics of
ocean but still gap lies for research.
This technology has already achieved a great stature among
researchers. A growing research inclination has been noticed
by industry as well as academia in UWSNs [2-3] with the
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progress in underwater technologies. A key challenging issue
for UWSN lifetime is the maintenance as it’s difficult to
replace those batteries providing power to sensor nodes.
Recently, researchers are working in underwater wireless
power transfer to tackle these challenges. In addition, TWSNs
routing protocols cannot be implemented to UWSNs because
of limited bandwidth, long propagation delay, energy
constraints, high mobility and non-uniform 3D topology.
Usually underwater communication is different from air due to
varying conductivity, permittivity and permeability [4-5]
parameters. Some researchers proved that mobile sink is an
effective way to enhance throughput. In order to collect data,
these mobile sinks can connect to individual sensor node or full
cluster. In research study discussed in [6], authors utilized two
mobile sinks to gather data from sparse regions. A SEEC
protocol is proposed in [7] and we have implemented our idea
on it. It is noticed when both sinks are located at adjacent
positions then throughput is affected due to same sensor nodes.
Power consumption plays a vital role in efficient
performance of UWSN. One major issue in power constraint of
UWSN as it is unrealistic to recharge or change batteries
during sensor's life span. It is not feasible to recharge these
batteries frequently. Maximum power consumption occurs
while data communication [8]. Power adaptation on the basis
of environment conditions is a good approach towards efficient
power consumption. Two major factors, wireless link quality
and distance, affect the power consumption in any wireless
sensor network. The link quality depends on climate conditions
and physical barriers. Transmission power is controlled to
obtain a good link providing successful data delivery. On the
other hand, it is preferred to adopt minimum transmission
power which can extend the WSN lifetime. Reliability
insurance and power optimization appears as an important
concern while dealing with WSN [9]. In this context, we have
provided transmission power control mechanism. Reducing
transmission power can put counterproductive effects to
network performance. We are interested to understand better
spectrum efficiency of UWSN through efficient control of
transmitted power. It has the potential to minimize power
consumption in UWSN. However, it still faces issues in real
world deployments. Such mechanism must be robust against
dynamic and complex wireless properties [10]. Through
MATLAB simulation, we analyze the performance of UWSN.
The obtained results of throughput, residual energy and
network stability are better through power control mechanism.
In a systematic review [11], modulation techniques and
channel coding is briefly discussed for discrete underwater
sensor nodes. In [12], distributed algorithms are proposed to
lower communication energy consumption in WSN through
reducing transmission power of sensors. The appropriate
selection of transmission range is discussed in [13] which
greatly influences network connectivity and energy efficiency.
Power consumption control problem is also briefly addressed
in [14] where authors have elaborated dynamic power
management.
Considering above discussion, we were inspired and
implemented a power control mechanism in SEEC. The
overriding objective of this study is to seek an intelligent use of
transmitted power. We have implemented a previous routing

scheme SEEC with incorporating a power control mechanism.
We have compared our obtained results with SEEC, DBR,
EEDBR and TESM. We have organized our paper as: in
Section 2, we have made relevant research discussion.
Section 3 will focus on transmission power control strategy.
While results discussion has been carried out in Section 4. In
last sections, we have presented performance tradeoff,
conclusion and future work.
II. RELEVANT RESEARCH WORK
Since many years’ researchers have been focusing to design
several UWSNs protocols for qualitative and effective research
analysis. Research community is working with the aim of
paving a way for new era of underwater actuation and
monitoring applications. UWSNs will help us to know our
ocean with its envisioned landscape of applications. Different
topologies, power control mechanisms, power management
algorithms and adaptive techniques have been implemented in
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Chincoli et al. [15] have
presented a self-learning power control system for WSN. A
topology control technique for efficient energy consumption is
proposed in [16] based on power management and power
control. A dynamic power management technique to enhance
energy efficiency is discussed in [17]. Researchers have
suggested various routing scheme to achieve better results as
authors in [18] highlighted capabilities and limitations on the
basis of a survey on UWSN with data aggregation. Feng Pan et
al. [19] presented an energy-balanced algorithm based on
energy level partition and depth threshold. In this protocol,
mobile sinks can collect data at sparse region and they implied
clustering on dense regions. Wan et al. [20] suggested an
energy efficient scheme based on multilevel cluster selection
criteria which aim to choose cluster head according to high
residual energy and less radius from sink. An energy efficient
routing protocol based on clustering is simulated in [21] for
UWSNs. Authors proposed that clustering technique is useful
to reduce energy resources consumption for a sensor network.
Ma Ming et al. [22] have used a hybrid approach to maximize
network lifetime and minimize the energy holes. Researchers
have proposed a routing protocol AEDG which involves
effective data collection through AUV [23]. In this research
study, authors maximized the network lifetime in AEDG as
AUV is sent to gather data from gateway nodes. The usage of
multiple mobile sinks to enhance network lifetime is discussed
in [24]. Authors validated that a better network lifetime can be
achieved through assigning a predefined path to mobile sinks
for movement.
III. TRANSMISSION POWER CONTROL STRATEGY
An efficient use of power consumption in UWSNs appears
as maximum throughput and enhanced lifetime. In this study
we have considered routing scheme SEEC and incorporated
with transmission power control mechanism. We achieved
good results which will be discussed in next sections.
A. Network Model
We consider a homogenous network model in this work. In
addition, location information of all sensor nodes is given to
each sensor node in this network. In our proposed idea, each
sensor node forms four concentric circles around it. These
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concentric circles represent different power levels. As source
node maintains the location information of destination node so
it will adjust the transmission power which will be in either of
these concentric circles. We have discussed the concentric
circles formation process in mathematical modeling section.
Network model design of our proposed mechanism is shown in
Fig. 1.
B. Mathematicl Modeling
In UWSN, approximately 0:68 dBm power is required for
sending packets up to distance of one meter. We consider R sn
as the range of sensor node. The maximum transmission power
for each sensor is calculated as:
(1)

Here we take I = 0:68, as we have divided the total
transmission power into four different levels so we can
calculate the radius of each concentric circle around the sensor
node from following equation:
R dist = i * (R sn / 4)

1≤i≤4

While in controlled transmission power mechanism, source
node adapts the transmission power on the basis of Euclidean
distance from the destination node. Whenever any packet is
transmitted, every time consumption power will vary. We can
see a clear increase in network lifetime. In Fig. 2, nodes in
SEEC were dead early while all nodes were alive till 1100
rounds after incorporating controlled mechanism.
100
SEEC

90

(3)

TESM
DBR

80

EEDBR
Proposed Scheme

(2)

We can calculate transmission power for calculated four
radii as follow:
Trans pwr i = I *R dist

A. Network Lifetime
We have noticed an improvement in SEEC's network
lifetime after incorporating our proposed idea of controlled
transmission power mechanism. In SEEC, network was dead
early as sensor nodes were sending packets with a predefined
transmission power value.

70
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Trans pwr = I *R sn

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

If we consider the transmission range of the sensor node
R sn as 50 meters then Table I shows the calculated radii and
power magnitude at each radius.
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We have incorporated the proposed transmission power
control mechanism in SEEC and MATLAB simulation results
will be discussed in next section.
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Fig. 2. Network Lifetime.

B. Stability Period
We cannot obtain same number of sparse and dense region
each time through randomly deploying sensor nodes. Network
stability is compromised whenever dense regions are
maximums and sensor nodes communicate with same
transmission power within these dense regions. On the other
hand, network stability period is improved if we adapt
controlled transmission power mechanism as shown in Fig. 3.
In controlled mechanism, besides controlled transmission
power, stability period is better than SEEC, TESM [25], DBR
and EEDBR through clustering in dense regions and mobile
sinks movements in sparse regions.
Fig. 1. Network Model.
TABLE I.

RESEARCH KEYWORDS

R dist (Meter)

Power (dBm)

12.5

8.5

25

17

37.5

25.5

50

34

C. Network Residual Energy
The transmission power factor was constant in energy
consumption equation of SEEC. While sending a packet, same
energy was being consumed without considering distance
between two communicating nodes. In controlled transmission
power mechanism, transmitted power adjustment is made on
the basis of distance between source and destination node. Low
transmission power in needed in case of less distance. Low
requirement of transmission power results into low energy tax
providing higher network residual energy. In our proposed
work, energy consumption varies its return value after
transmitting the packet which also gives higher network
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residual energy. Fig. 4 shows the network residual energy for
proposed scheme along with SEEC, DBR, EEDBR and TESM.
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D. Network Throughput
In Fig. 5, the received packets per round at any sink are
more than SEEC, DBR, EEDBR and TESM. We can notice an
increased throughput in our proposed work with controlled
transmission power mechanism. In SEEC, less packets are
received as mobile sinks movement is according to sparse
region and in TESM it is based on selection criteria opted for
forwarding nodes.

90

Fig. 6 shows that the total received packets at sink are
higher with controlled mechanism in SEEC. It is because of
increased network lifetime by using transmission power control
mechanism. EEDBR receives packets at the cost of high
residual energy. In SEEC, total received packets are lower than
our proposed scheme. It is because in SEEC, network is dead
early and predefined transmission power also remains the
same. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that received packets per round
are better in our proposed controlled mechanism than SEEC,
TESM, DBR and EEDBR.
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Fig. 5. Packets Received Per round.
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Fig. 6. Packets Received at Sink.
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V. PERFORMANCE TRADEOFF

Fig. 3. Network Stability Period.

We have achieved better network lifetime, throughput and
network residual energy. We can clearly see that more nodes
are alive while dead nodes are less. Thus, we conclude a
considerable progress of our work in aspects of stability period,
residual energy and throughput by incorporating controlled
transmission power mechanism.
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Fig. 4. Network Residual Energy.
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Results presented in this work demonstrate that optimum
and efficient use of transmission power in mobile sinks is
crucially important in enhancing network lifetime and
throughput. Our work has led us to conclude that a proper
control mechanism for power transmission is pivotal. In
addition, the results of any routing scheme can be improved if
we monitor the proper use of resources in the protocol. In this
study, we compared results of power control mechanism
incorporated in SEEC with previous implemented schemes
TESM, DBR and EEDBR. To sum up our work, the proposed
idea is better in throughput, network lifetime and residual
energy. Taking complex underwater environment and
economic concerns into consideration, we conclude that
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UWSN should be capable to adjust itself according to
environment conditions. Thus, we can achieve this through
proper protocol, power control and topology design which is
self-adaptive according to the changing environment
conditions. However, these design characteristics should take
energy efficiency into account which is crucially essential for
normal operation of UWSN. In future, we are aiming to
consider sparsity control in order to improve network lifetime.
Holding time phenomenon towards reducing packet drop ratio
is deferred to future work.
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